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INTRODUCTION 
I thought I saw two peopZe, but it was onZy a-man and his 
wife. 
Russian Proverb 
The education of women shouZd aZways be reZative to that 
of men. To pZease, to be usefuZ to us, to make us Zove and 
esteem them, to educate us when young, to take care of us 
when grown up; to advise, to consoZe us, to render our 
Zives easy and agreeabZe. These are the duties of women 
at dZZ times, and what they shouZd be taught in their 
infancy. 
J.J. Rousseau: EmiZe 
The marginalization of woman, both in theory and in reality, 
has been the essence of her situation in society. It is 
reflected in society in terms of differential economic 
benefits, dependence relations and social inferiority, and 
often these features are perpetuated with increasing con-
tradictions. Strategies of development serve as key tools 
of this perpetuation of oppression if they do not take 
these specific features of historical development into 
account. The formulation of a framework of analysis of 
society which considers how human beings reproduce their 
lives in a total way, have to recognize the specificity of 
both relations of production and reproduction and their inter-
connections in order that programmes for transformation can 
be of progressive value for the whole of society. I have 
attempted to develop a framework and methodology which 
considers these aspects. The connections between social 
forms like class exploitation of the worker and the op-
pression of women, have to be studied in the specific his-
torical context, and its significance cannot be underestim-
ated when one considers the process of development to society. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the particip-
ants of the Policy Workshop, Mia Berden and Karel Jansen for 
their willing help. 
The study of the women in rural Sri Lanka has clear-
ly shown that there seems to be a correlation in this 
area between economic development and male-female wage 
differentiation. This, we have seen, cannot be explained 
as a mere side feature of the superstructure of the econ-
omy. Historical and conce~tual analysis shows that it is 
a reflection of the interaction of social forms (or re-
lationships) stemming from the two processes: production 
of life, production of necessities of life. These social 
forms, which in turn reflect the development of the 
working activity of society, have served to perpetuate 
the accepted social and economic inferiority of the female. 
The predicament of the poorer peasant (working class) 
woman spans production and reproduction, class exploit-
ation and sex oppression and as such is a critical feature 
to be noted in development studies. 
In my study I have tried to consider an analysis of 
the totality of relations between people in SOCiety, disting-
uishing between the form and content of these social re-
lationships as functions of the development of labour. 
Taking the materialistic conception that the determining 
factor is, in the last resort, the production and repro-
duction of immediate life, I have considered the social 
relationships emanating from the two production processes 
('On the one hand, the production of means of subsistence, 
of food, clothing-and shelter and the tools requisite 
thereof; on the other, the production of human beings them-
selves, the propagation of the species. ') (Engels). 
Since social institutions in society are conditioned 
by these two production processes, I have attempted to 
analyse the social forms (relationships, etc.) relating 
to these production products, to uncover the substance or 
content of these specific relationships and through this 
distinction between form and content of social relations, 
to arrive at a complex and inter-relating model of social 
change. As such, features like patriarchy are removed from 
a mere ideological or super-structural level. 
Patriarchy is seen as a form which expresses the fact of 
the bioZogicaZ difference in a specific sociaZ reZation-
ship, the fact that takes other forms in other sociaZ 
reZationships. Patriarchy is seen as the materiaZ exp-
ression of the specific reproduction reZations among the 
peopZe in a given historicaZ context. This form of analysis 
breaks away from the widespread identification of biolog-
ical difference and biological inequality, identifies the 
relationship between patriarchy and other institutions of 
inequality based on sex, and sees oppression not as an 
abstract moral condition, but a social and historical ex-
perience, thus helping to make strategies of development 
based on it, to be more valid to the whole of human society. 
In the brief case study of the women in rural Sri 
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Lanka I have attempted to trace the changes in the re-
lations of production and reproduction from the feudal 
period and tried to show how social institutions are in-
fluenced by both these features. My contention is that 
the socio-economic transition of Sri Lanka started with 
the influence of Western powers which has considerable 
impact in changing the characteristics of the rural econ-
omy. The changes occurred both at the level of the organi-
zation of production and of the prevailing social relations 
and insitutions. 
These changes did not occur as a result of evolution 
but of changes introduced from outside. This produced a 
system where the penetration of monetary relations into 
villages, the conversion of labour and land into commodit-
ies exchanged in the market weakened the base of organi-
zation of production and created new class relations in 
society. But it preserved some of the characteristics in-
herited from the old feudal socio-economy as far as the 
relations of reproduction were concerned. This double di-
mension of the present rural society has most of all af-
fected the position of women in their participation in 
society. The emergence of 'wage labour'-produced a pro-
letarianization of women in the rural sector and a dichot-
omy between the family and economy. 
At the same time, women became more and more subject-
ed to discrimination in work, to the ideologies prevailing 
in the relations of reproduction in the feudal socio-eco-
nomic order which essentially considered women to be weaker 
and inferior by their biological origin. 
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I 
THEORETIC~4 FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS 
According 'to ,the materialist conception, the de-' 
terminingfactor is, in the last resort, the pro-
duction an:d reproduction of immediate. life. But 
this itself is of a two-fold character. On the 
one hand, the production of means of subsistence, 
of fOGd,clothing and shelter and the tools re-
qUisite thereof; on the other, the production of 
human beings themselves, the propagation of the 
species. The social institutions under which men 
of a definite country live are conditioned by 
both kinds of production (Ibidem: 25-26). 
'. L,abour is seen as the basic element of human society, the 
'development of which determines the entire development 
of society. The specific forms that labour assumes in 
specific historical contexts stamps the social character-
istics of the relationships between the people in that 
specific sooiety. 
Development strategies have to be based on such an 
analysis where the development of labour or human working 
activity has to be analysed not only from the standpoint 
of its technical methods and instruments of labour but 
essentially from the standpoint of its social form, Le. 
based on the relationships among the various members of 
society. This working activity is constantly changing, 
having different characteristics in different historical 
periods relating to the two production processes (of life, 
of necessities of life). These processes of change and 
development of the working activity of people involve 
changes of three types: (1) the changes in the means of 
production and technical methods by which man affects 
nature, i.e. the changes in society's productive forces; 
(2) corresponding to these changes there are changes in 
the 'pattern of production relations among the participants 
in the above social process of production; (3), the other 
change involves the historical process of reproduction of 
life. Historically there has been no change in the means 
of production. The female always gives birth to the new 
life after she has been fertilized by the male. But even 
though this is a biological fact, the relationships bet-
ween the male and the female have taken different forms 
at different his'torical periods at different development 
periods of working activity. This relationship is referred 
to as the relations of reproduotion or reproduction re-
lations, since reproduction of life has been the key 
element in the relationship between the .male and the female. 
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In order to analyse the totality of the relations 
between people in society, i.e. the social- form of society 
as a stage of historical development, we must distinguish 
between the form and the content of these social relation-
ships as functions of the devel-opment of l-abour. 
We have seen that social institutions in society are 
conditioned by both these production processes. We should 
therefore analyse the social forms in society, uncover 
the substance of these specific relationships and thus, 
through this distinction, arrive at a complex and inter-
related model of social change which will help in the 
transformation of people's comprehension about themselves 
and the world as well as being concerned with material 
change. 
The distinction between form and content of social 
relationships in society was used by Marx in his analysis 
of the commodity producing economy. Here he analyses value 
in terms of its form, substance and magnitude (Wertform, 
Wertsubstanz, Wertgrosse). On the one hand, Marx takes as 
his starting point the analysis of value as the finished 
form of the product and by the method of abstraction he 
uncovers the content (substance) which is contained in the 
given form, i.e. labour is treated as an abstract content 
which can take various social forms. Through a series of 
concretizations or development of forms from the SUbstance 
(socially equalized labour, abstract labour, socially 
necessary labour, etc.), he also connects labour to the 
value social form. This method of analysis gives him an 
adequate tool to express the specificity of the form of 
labour in its qualitative and quantitative aspects as 
related to the development of technical methods of produc-
tion. 
But what is the content and form of relations of re-
production? Although labour is the most abstract universal 
substance of the relationship, what is the process by which 
it is related to the specific social institutions relating 
to relationships between the male and the female in society? 
That this relationship is based on working activity cannot 
be denied - but the distinction between this working activ-
ity and the working activity relating to production relations 
in society is that one is based on the biol-ogical differ-
ences and the necessity of procreation of the species and 
the other on the development of the technical methods of 
production. Therefore, if we take as the SUbstance of the 
reproduction relations, labour based on the biol-ogical 
difference, then we must try to relate this substance to 
the specific forms and institutions in SOCiety. Discrimin-
ation between the sexes is one such form of the development 
of the substance. Patriarchy is another such further form 
which is seen as a specific level of concretization or 
development of this working activity based on biological dif-
ferences. A further concretization of this patriarchy is 
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found in the forms of family systems where there is in-
feriority of the female. Table I gives a list of some of 
the abstractiqns and concretizations of analysis. 
Therefore, when we study the specific institutions 
relating to the form of reproduction relations in society, 
we should try to distinguish between the historical speci-
ficity of the forms and the substance. Only then can we 
relate the form of this labour to the particular historic-
al context of its concretization. Patriarchy is seen as a 
form which expresses the fact of the bio"logica"l difference 
in a specific socia"l re"lationship, the fact which takes 
other forms in other socia"l re"lationships. Patriarchy has 
to be seen as the materia"l expression of the specific re-
production re"lations among the peop"le in a given histor.ic-
a"l context. By this form of analysis, by the distinction 
between the form and the context of the social reproduction 
relations, we break away from the widespread identification 
of biological difference and biological inequality and see 
the relationship between the two more accurately. This 
gives us a tool for identifying the relationship between 
patriarchy and other institutions of inequality based on 
sex. If patriarchy ~s treated the same as biological differ-
ence then its specific social characteristics are not brought 
out, and it is treated as a mere reflection of biological 
difference and separated from other discriminative forms 
in society. When we consider patriarchy in terms of its 
content and form, we relate it with the concept that pre-
cedes it, the biological difference (content). On the 
other hand, through the forms of patriarchy, we connect it 
with the other institutions of inequality between the sexes 
in society. 
All development strategies must take into consideration 
the social relationships in society, i.e. the social re-
lations of production and the social relationships of repro-
duction, and their significance and particular social forms 
in society have to be analysed. Just as it is important to 
analyse men and women in society in terms of their social 
relations of production, it is as important to consciously 
rediscover the individual in terms of biological differences 
and to understand society in terms of both these historical 
processes. 
First of all, I shall summarize some of the important 
issues relating to perspectives on women done in recent years 
and, in the light of the method earlier described, see their 
significance to the understanding of society. 
The Marxist perspective on women initially was related 
to the whole· concept of a"lienation. Although Marx adopted 
the concept from Hegel he was critical of the content which 
Hegel gave to: it. 'For Hegel the essence of man-man equals 
self-consciousness, it is man's estrangement of the human 
essence. It therefore nothing but estrangement of self-
consciousness.' (Marx: 178). For Marx, however, man's essence 
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Table 1 
Connection Between the Form and Content of Social Relations 
Labour based on working (A)/ 
Working activity relating 
to production relations 
(content ~ labour based on 
dev. of technical methods 
of production) 
I 
Abstract 
t 
Content 
~ ~ 
Concrete Form 
I 
Social labour 
Socially equalized labour 
Abstract labour 
Value 
Socially necessary labour 
Socially necessary labour time 
activity (content) 
~ (B) 
Working activity relating 
to reproduction relations 
(content - labour based 
on biological difference -
the fundamental necessity 
of procreation) 
I 
Forms of inequality bet-
ween sexes 
I (man=woman) (woman=man) 
Forms of social inferior-
ity of women 
Patriarchy (ideological 
and real) 
~ 
Institutions of Patriarchy 
(Family) 
Totality of social relations is inter-connection between pro-
cess ( A ) and ( B ). 
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is larger than thought, larger than self-consciousness, 
it is man's creative activity, his labour in all its as-
pects. Although he concedes that Hegel 'grasps labour as 
the essence of man ..• the only labour that Hegel knows 
and recognises is mentally abstract labour' (Ibidem: 177). 
In order to reshape the concept of alienation and 
redefine man's essence, Marx turned to Feuerbach, who had 
shown that if practical creative activity and the working 
~elations of people with each other were made the central 
focal point of theory, then religion and philosophy were 
alienations to the essence of man. However, Marx goes 
further and puts man's essence into history, i.e. to say 
that man has no essence apart from his historical exist-
.ence .' •••• the sum of productive forces, capital funds 
and social forms of intercourse, which every individual 
and generation finds in existence as something given, is 
the real basis of what philosophers have conceived as 
'substance' and essence of man.' (Marx & Engels: 50). It 
is in this context of alienation that Marx connected the 
emancipation of women with the general historical develop-
ment of society. 
The immediate natural and necessary relation of human 
being to human being is also the relation of man to 
woman •.• Thus in this relation is sensuously revealed, 
reduced to an observable fact, the extent to which 
human nature has become nature for man and to which 
nature has become human nature to him. From this re-
lationship man's whole level of development can be 
assessed. It follows from the character of this re-
lationship how far man has become, and has understood 
himself as a species-being, a human being .•. It also 
shows how far man's needs and consequently how far 
the other person, as a person, has become one of his 
needs, to what extent he is his individual existence 
[and] at the same time a social being (Marx in 
Bottomore: 154). 
Thus he sees the existing relationships between human beings 
as a feature of their alienation from nature and from each 
other. Following Fourier he saw women's position in society 
as an historical index of the alienation and distortion in 
the structure of tile SOCiety. 'Establishing through critic-
al analysis, man's alienation from man, from the product 
of his labour, even from his own human activity, Marx 
raised the question of aboliShing all these forms of dehumi-
zation and the possibility of restoring human society' 
(Korac: 6). Only through a transformation of the way in 
which property was owned and the social relations which can 
form this ownership, could the real appropriation of human 
nature, through and for man, be historically achieved. 
Woman's general relation to man was onZy a specific express-
ion of the universal alienation of man to man and man to 
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nature. 
This ignores the greater burden the women have his-
torically borne for the perpetuation of the species. As 
Simone de Beauvoir has pointed out, 'The enslavement of 
the female of the species and the limitations of her 
various powers are extremely important facts, the body of 
a woman is one of the essential elements in her situation 
in the world' (de Beauvoir: 33). 
Engles, however, created a basis for a more concrete 
study of women's condition in society, when he attempted 
to work out social stages relating to various modes of pro-
duction and reproduction. 
The first class opposition that occurs in history 
coincides with the development of antagonism bet-
ween man and woman in monogamous marriage, and the 
first class oppression coincides with that of the 
female sex by the male. Monogamous marriage was a 
great historical step forward, nevertheless together 
with slavery and private wealth it opens the period 
that has lasted until today in which every step for-
ward is also relatively a step backward, in which 
prosperity and development for some is won through 
the misery and frustration of others. It is the 
cellular form of civilized society in which the 
nature of the opposition and contradictions fully 
acting in that society can be already studied. 
(Engels) . 
Engels attempted to connect the changes in the family 
to the changes in ownership of means of production. But 
this perspective still did not explain 'woman as the other' 
(de Beauvoir: 33). The importance of his contribution, how-
ever, should not be under-estimated. Firstly, he demon-
strated that women faced a contradiction between their 
domestic labour and social production under capitalism. 
Secondly, he tried to connect up sex conflict with particu-
lar historical phases in the development of the family, 
i.e. he asserted women's oppression as a problem of history. 
Other Marxists have further developed such an analysis 
for the position of women in society. Questions have been 
raised as to the relationships between domestic labour and 
wage labour, (Secornbe: 85-96) where it has been argued that 
the housewife produces value by contributing to the produc-
tion of the commodity, labour power. But since value-social 
relationships do not prevail within the family structure, 
such a concept serves to hide the particular form of exploit-
ation within the family. 
Eli Zaretsky gave a dynamic notion of the family, per-
sonal life and of the role of women in his book Capitalism, 
the Family and Personal Life (1976). Taking his notion of 
family as an anthropological entity from Levi-Strauss, he 
tries to show that the major theoretical weakness of Engels' 
book lies in tracing the oppression of women to private 
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property in general, without 'any attempt to indicate 
that both private property and women's oppression have 
different meanings in different modes of production' 
(Zaretsky: 93). Zaretsky tries to understand the recent 
history of the family as part of the history of capital-
ism. He describes two related historical transformations: 
the elimination of private productive property as the basis 
of the family among the masses of the people, and the 
emergence of a sphere of personal life seemingly independ-
ent of the 'economy' and of 'production'. In other words, 
he tries to understand the family as an integral part of 
a society that changes continuously and as a whole, focus-
sing on the continually changing social bases of the family 
as part of the organization of production. These are some 
of the serious developments that have taken place in 
Marxist analysis to bring into focus some of the features 
of oppression that women have faced. 
Yet again institutionalization of inequality stemming 
from biological roots has not been brought out in full 
perspective with such an analysis. While the biological 
difference between the sexes is an ahistorical truth the 
so-called 'patriarchal ideology' has proved susceptible 
to historical analysis and this historical process is 
not a mere reflection of the mode of production. Shulamith 
Firestome traces the origin of this oppression to the 
greater burden that women have borne for the perpetuation 
of the human species. Firestone traces the origins of male 
supremacy to its origins in the 'bio-Iogical family', the 
basic reproductive unit of male/female/infant. She agrees 
that this supremacy was socially enforced but it was the 
childrearing function (and infancy lasts much longer in 
human beings than in other animal species) that women 
have always been at the mercy of their biology. As society 
developed, women have always become restricted to the fam-
ily, while men organized production etc., and society was 
divided into two distinct biological classes, unequal in 
their social roles. Thus she urges us to see 'the ulti-
mate cause and the great moving power of all historic 
events in the dialectic of sex'. She points out the specific 
institution of the family that gave the 'materialist basis 
to a phenomenon whose very omnipresence made it appear 
psychologically determined. The family is the primary 
institution through which women participate in society 
(whether they are housewives or workers or both) • 
Juliet Mitchell has advanced this perspective by 
demonstrating that society simultaneously formed the family. 
She tries to put Firestone's perspective within the historic-
al context, and stresses the need to develop the concept 
of the family in its social context. 
To say that sex dualism was the first oppression 
and that it underlies all oppression may be true, 
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but it is a general, non-specific truth, it is 
simplistic materialism, no more. After all we 
can say there has always been a master class and 
a servant class, but it does matter how these 
function (whether they are feudal landlords and 
peasants, capitalists and the working class or 
so on); there have always been classes, as there 
sexes, how do these operate within any given, 
specific society? (Mitchell: 83) , 
She resolves the family into its separate structures: sexual 
reproduction and the socialisation of the young. The unity 
of the family is seen in three ways: (1) it serves as an 
economic unit - this economic dimension varies throughout 
history and is dependent on the mode of production; (2) 
the family unit is formed ideologically; (3) there is a 
relative autonomy of the family from history by its 'bio-
social form' which Firestone makes central. Mitchell goes 
on to study their interactions. 
The bio-social universal, the ideological atemporal, 
the economic specificity all interlock in a com-
plex manner ... Psychoanalysis, the scientific 
method. for investigating the firs·t (the bio-
social), can be neglected no more than scientif-
ic socialism for understanding the last, the eco-
nomic, and both are needed for developing a compre-
hension of the ideological. (Ibidem: 167, 172) 
Further, she emphasized that the mode of production and 
the ideological mode of patriarchy must be analysed separ-
ately for 'if we analyse the economic and ideological situ-
ation only at the point of their interpenetration, we shall 
never see the means to their transformation .. ' 
There have been attempts to synthesize Marxism and 
this feminist perspective. Rowbotham sees the family was 
supplemented rather than dissolved and that women also 
played the role of a reserve army with increasing indus-
trialization. Taking her stand from Rosa Luxemburg, that 
capitalism 'is also the first mode of economy which is un-
able to exist by itself, which needs other economic systems 
as a medium and a soil, she saw the family as the rationale 
for such an economic system and further saw this as direct-
ly linked to the unequal exploitation of female labour in 
industry. 
'The tendency that Marx observed for capitalism to 
throw up a whole range of new labour intensive operations 
with every important technological advance makes this re-
serve army still essential despite automation.' (Rowbotham: 
104) • 
Profits depend more and more on the efficient organi-
zation of work and on the 'self-discipline' of the 
workers rather than simply on speed-ups and other 
direct forms of increasing the exploitation of the 
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workers. The family is therefore important both 
to shoulder the burden of the costs of education, 
and to carry out the repressive socialization of 
children. The family must raise children who 
have internalized hierarchical social relations, 
who will discipline themselves at work, efficient-
ly without constant supervision ... Women are 
responsible for implementing most of this sociali-
zation. (Morton). 
Thus, capitalism has at the same time produced a need 
for women to socialize children at home and to use the 
labour of women in industry. It also needs the family as a 
market for consumer durables, and yet needs to preserve 
the inage of the indispensable Mum in the traditional role 
of the housewife. 
This is a sort of imperialism that has been mounted on 
to the subordinte family mode of production. 
Wnat is the significance of these perspectives on the 
position of women? 
First of all it is to demonstrate that, historically, 
women have been oppressed in a dimension that has been 
ignored generally by society. This 'women' has generally, 
in fact, been abstracted from society and the different 
possibilities for men and women are held to be biological 
(biological difference = social inequality) and psychologic-
al in origin and thus the need to transform the social rela-
tions between.all human beings is ignored. Secondly, we 
have to see oppression not as an abstract moral condition 
but as a social and historical experience and understand 
its significance in both its conception and historical 
sense. Thirdly, the method of abstraction, by distinguishing 
between the form and content, gives us the tool of analysis 
to bring into light the specificity and development of 
social forms of oppression and consider transformations 
within that context. 
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE POLICY WORKSHOP ON INCOME 
DISTRIBUTION, EMPLOYMENT AND POVERT'Y 
During the Policy Workshop on Income Distribution, Employ-
ment and Poverty, I participated in discussions on develop-
ment strategies relating to developing countries. There 
were several relevant analyses on theoretical and concrete 
situations. These discussions and papers served to bring 
into focus some of the general and central contradictions 
that faced the development processes of the four countries: 
Sri Lanka, Zambia, Yugoslavia and Colombia, all of which 
have large rural populations and face certain structural 
changes in the process of development. As a workshop in 
an institute based on analysing issues of development in 
the Third World countries, it was very interesting for me 
to try and understand the relevance of these discussions 
for the position of the women in these countries. 
Life is not determined by oonsoiousness but oonsoiousness 
by Ufe. 
Karl Marx: The German Ideology 
The vast majority of human beings have always been mainly 
invisible to themselves while a tiny majority have exhaust-
ed themselves in the isolation of observing their own re-
fleotions ... In order to ore ate an alternative an oppressed 
group must at onoe shatter the self-refleoting world whioh 
enoiroles it and at the same time, pl'ojeot its own image 
onto history. 
S. Rowbotham: ~'oman' s Consaious-
ness, Man's World 
The workshop served as a forum for the exchange of ideas 
on historical oppression, change and development. All the 
participants from the four countries showed a strong con-
sciousness of the 'oppression suffered by the working class 
and the poorest peasants and their position in society as 
the worst hit by aspects of income distribution, employ-
ment and poverty. But what was their consciousness of the 
position of women in their concept of oppression? 
Consoiousness within the development aontext aan only 
beaome aoherent and self-aritiaal when its version of the 
world peraeives beyond immediate experienoe, beyond any 
projeated abstraat ideals, and sees all oppression not as 
an abstraat moral oondition but as a sooiaZ and historiaal 
experienoe, integrating a reality whiah understands the 
needs for transformation of aZl soaiaZ relations between 
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human beings. To most of the participants, the position 
of women in society was considered as the 'woman's 
question'. There was a hesitancy and a hopelessness about 
the issue, a tendency to 'if' and 'but' and 'of course' 
- also expressed as 'diversionary' to the issues in ques-
tion, i.e. to the issue of development. (But is it so 
diversionary to consider the situation of oppression of 
one-half of humanity in the context of development?) 
Woman's oppression was located at the level of partici-
pation in production and considered mainly in the light 
of the economic functions of the class she belonged to in 
society. 
As such the problems of discrimination due to her 
sex that women face even in their function as worker 
were never seriously posed or even ackn9wledged. The social 
inferiority that women in these countries faced was left 
unexplored and the economic dependence and discrimination 
of the women were subordinated to the class question. Al-
though male chauvinism is an attitude to be morally con-
demned, it is not a substitute for an analysis, and only 
the realization of the inter-locking nature of oppression 
and the significance of hegemonic control can set the 
pace for true transformations of social relations in society. 
To show that the subordination of women has a dimen-
sion which cannot be reduced merely to her exploitation as 
a class, I have tried to look at the situation of women 
in Sri Lanka, concentrating on the social relations emerg-
ing from the paddy cultivation production system. I have 
tried to show the dimensions of oppression faced by poorer 
peasant women, both as women and as workers. The stress is 
that the totality of social relations cannot be analyzed 
by considering the social forms that correspond to only 
the production of necessities of life, but that the social 
forms corresponding to the relations of reproductions inter-
act at every level of society to bring forth a more complex 
dimension of oppression which is refelcted in the social, 
economic and political spheres. 
Such an analysis was essentially a response to some 
of the papers presented at the Policy Workshop and to the 
discussions that took place. I shall try briefly to put 
forward some of these points and to examine them in the 
context of the problematic. 
(a) P.A.S. Dahanayake: The Need for Policy Orientation for 
Employment Oriented Growth in Sri Lanka 
His main argument was that 'inward looking economic policies 
inhibited adequate supply of foreign capital resources. In-
The papers discussed here are for internal circulation 
only. 
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adequate supply of foreign resources led to slow eco-
nomic growth and slow employment generation, the cumul-
ative effect of which resulted in a critically high 
level of unemployment.' He then examined 'the changes 
in the state economic policies required to overcome the 
foreign exchange constraint and thus to promote faster 
economic growth and employment in Sri Lanka.' 
Although I shall not go into the details of his argument 
I would like to make a few notes. Dahanayake says that 
the achievements in income redistribution have been very 
high, and he quotes the consumer finance surveys in saying 
that the income received by the lowest 10% rose from 
1.51% of total income in 1963 to 1.80% in 1973, while that-
of the highest 10% fell from 42.29% to 29.95% during the 
same period. Further he sees a 'dramatic fall' in the 
Gini coefficient from .49 in 1963 to .41 in 1973, in-
dicating a shift towards a more equal distribution of in-
come. 
Table 2 
% TotaZ Income Received by each 10% of Ranked MaZe and 
FemaZe Income Receivers 
lI-!ale Female 
Deciles 1963 1973 1963 1973 
Lowest 1.58 2.31 1.28 1. 97 
2 2.93 4.01 2.51 3.53 
3 3.87 5.14 4.07 4.53 
4 4.83 6.31 5.34 5.43 
5 5.84 7.51 6.30 6.16 
6 7.22 8.71 7.44 7.13 
7 8.93 10.36 8.82 8.87 
8 11. 28 12.03 10.36 11.95 
9 13.51 15.07 15.17 17 .97 
Highest 40.01 28.55 38.71 32.46 
Source: Survey of Sri Lanka's Consumer Finances 1973, 75. 
Table 2 indicates that there is a higher concentration 
of women receivers among the lower income groups of females 
than in the case of males. In 1963 the top 10% of males and 
females received nearly an equal proportion of total income 
(with 35% of total income going to this grOup). The bottom 
10% received less than 2% of income for both groups. In 
1969-70, the top 10% of males received 31% of total income 
while in the case of female it was 37%. In 1973, this trend 
is further again as the top 10% of males receive 28.55% of 
total income while the top 10% of the women receive 32.46% 
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+ of total income accruing to each sex group. 
We see tha~ although greater equalization has been 
achieved in the case of both men and women, the case of 
women lays significantly behind that of the men. This is 
indicated by the changes in the Gini coefficient which 
showed a decrease from 1963-1973 of .47-.36 males and 
from .47-.42 for females. 
When this is considered in connection with the level 
of the wages you see an extension of this disparity. The 
income distribution of both males and females are charted 
for 1963 and 1973. Distribution in 1963 was more skewed 
for females than for males and centred on a lower average. 
Median income was Rs 95 as compared to Rs 195 for men. 
From 1963-1973 the medianal income for males went up by 
112% while that for females increased by 73%. Looking at 
the level of absolute wages is more revealing. 
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Table 3 
MaZe cumulative average income MaZe cumulative average income Index of 
Deciles 'I; total frequency Rs. % total frequency Rs. change 
income income 
1.58 1.58 30.8 2.31 2.31 95.0 308 
2 2.93 4.51 57.1 4.01 6.32 165.6 290 
3 3.87 8.38 75.5 5.14 <11.46 212.3 281 
4 4.83 13.21 94.2 6.31 17.47 260.6 277 
5 5.84 19.05 113.9 7.51 25.28 310.2 272 
6 7.22 26.77 140.8 8.71 33.99 359.7 255 
7 8.93 35.70 174.1 10.36 44.35 427.9 246 
8 11.28 46.98 220.0 12.03 56.38 496.8 226 
9 13.51 50.4~ 263.4 15.07 71.45 622.4 236 
10 40.01 100.00 780.2 28.55 100.00 1179.1 151 
100.00 195.0 413 212 
.... 
CD Women cumulative average income Women cumulative average income Index of 
Deciles % total frequency Rs. % total frequency Rs. change 
income income 
1.28 1.28 12.2 1.97 1.97 32.4 266 
2 2.51 3.79 23.8 3.53 5.50 57.9 243 
3 4.07 7.86 38.7 4.53 10.03 74.3 192 
4 5.34 13.20 50.7 5.43 15.46 89.1 176 
5 6.30 19.50 60.0 6~16 21.62 101.0 168 
6 7.44 26.94 70.7 7.13 28.75 116.9 165 
7 8.82 35.76 83.8 8.87 37.62 145.5 174 
8 10.36 46.12 103.6 11.95 49.57 196.0 189 
9 15.17 61.29 144.1 17.97 67.54 194.7 105 
10 38.71 100.00 367.8 32.46 100.00 532.3 145 
95 164 173 
From the earlier tables we can calculate: 
Table 4. Income ratio femaZe/maZe 
Deciles 1963 1973 
% % 
1 39.6 34.1 
2 41.7 35.0 
3 51.5 35.0 
4 53.8 34.2 
5 52.7 32.6 
6 50.2 32.5 
7 48.1 34.0 
8 47.1 39.5 
9 54.7 47.3 
10 47.1 45.1 
Average 48.7 39.7 
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We see that within each decile a significantly lesser 
proportion of the income generated went to the female bet-
ween the years 1963 and 1973. In other words, the wage 
structure has shifted in such a way that there seems to be 
a wider disparity between the incomes earned between the 
sexes within each group and overall as well. 
This clearly shows that deveZopment has been accom-
panied by greater differentiation between men and women in 
their economic benefits. This is even stronger when we 
consider that this period was one when the government had 
social equality as one of its main goals. 
All these factors go to show that a deeper structural 
look at the income distribution pattern reveals that women 
,in general have benefitted economically far less than is 
seen by the general statistics. If we consider the ranking 
of men and women according to their income levels, we see 
that the shift in income distribution from 1963-73 resulted 
in a structural shift of more men to the higher ranks of 
the income scale and more women to the lower ranks. 
The second point concerns Dahanayake' s section on employ-
ment statistics: he shows that the labour force increased 
by 37.4% during the years 1963-75 and further says 'that 
the high growth rate of the work force was mainly due to 
the entry of females (86.2%) during the same period. Yet 
a breakdown of figures into male and female categories shoVls 
that women have been most economically hit by changes in the 
employment market' (Table 5). 
" 
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Table 5. Unemployment: 1963, 1971 and 1975 
Estimated Labour Estimated Estimated Rate of un-
Force Employment Unemployment employment 
( '000) ( '000) ( '000) 
Male/Female Male/Female Male/Female (%) 
1. Census of Popu-
lation, 1963 2519 788 2537 652 282 263 11.59 
2. Census of Popu-
lation, 1971 332 1176 2838 811 286 465 18.69 
3. Land & Labour 
Utilization 3490 1467 2990 983 500 484 19.89 
t-J- .. Survey, 1975 
... 
Calaulated 
Estimated Labour Employed as % Unemployed/ Rate of un-
Force of Specific Lab- Employed employment 
our Force 
(%) (%) (%) (%) 
Male/Female Male/Female Male/Female Male/Female 
1. Census of Popu-
lation, 1963 79 21 90 67 11 40 10 33 
2. Census of Popu-
lation, 1971 69 90 10 57 10 
3. Land & Labour 
Utilization 70 30 85 67 16 49 15 33 
Survey, 1975 
(b) Mr Karunatilake's critique of his interpretation of 
Rural Poverty in Sri Lanka presented two points of 
interest on the position of women. He disputes the 
analysis that the consumption of the top quarters 
increased more than any other by saying that at 1963 
prices of consumption expenditure has fallen only in 
respect of the lowest quintile. 
Table 6 
(2) 
% of Spending 1973 at 
Units (1) 1963 prices (2) (1) 
0 - 20 191. 3 163.8 856 
20 - 40 248.7 276.4 1.075 
40 - 60 334.7 337.8 1.009 
60 - 80 430.4 440.2 1.023 
80 -100 717.3 829.2 1.156 
Total 382.6 409.5 1.070 
Source: Central Bank of Ceylon, Survey of Consumer Fineanees 
1963 and 1973. 
A look at those who constitute this lowest quintile shows 
that the vast majority are women. 
(c) Batty Weerakon's paper on 'Bourgeoisie versus Dominant 
Public Sectors' has traced the emergence of the public 
sector and its dominance over several factors of eco-
nomic activity - plantations, industry, trade, mining, 
banking, etc. He attempts to show that it was the circum-
stantial we~ness of the colonial and post-colonial bour-
geoisie that could not develop sufficiently the economy 
and which thus caused the emergence of the public sector 
(1970-76). It was only through intensive struggle and 
political activity that the working class was able to 
attain these achievements with the commitment to social-
ism. This does not shed any light on the following issue, 
however. 
The legal~y authorized payment of lower wages to 
women workers for 'work of equal value'. 
By virtue of 8.8[?Jof ·the Minimum Wages (Indian 
Labour) Ordinance and 8.27 of the wages Board Ordin-
ance there is room for the stipulation of different 
scales of pay for men and women; women, in each in-
stance, being entitled to a lower wage than men 
labourers for work for equal value in quality and 
quantity, and, in some instances, lower than the 
category termed Young Persons. The majority of women 
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workers belong to this category, and belong to the 
lowest paid rank of workers anywhere. The non-grant 
of promotion, an artificial categorization of workers, 
which turns out to.be a device for the separation 
of women workers into a water-tight compart~ent from 
which there is no prospect of promotion, are other 
discriminatory factors operating against women 
workers. The law, by not holding against these dis-
criminatory practices, could tacitly authorise them. 
(Muttetuwegama:9) . 
How could these practices have emerged and continued 
under a system committed to equality and freedom? 
Mr Weerakon recognizes this differentiation only 
marginally when he considers the implications of the White 
Paper on Employment Relations issued by the present govern-
ment 'Equal pay for equal output is recognized but is erron-
eously presented in the preamble as the recognition for 
the first time in this country of the principle of equal 
pay for equal work. ' 
More explicitly, this differentiation is seen in his 
paper on 'The Ceylon Federation of Labour and the Trade 
Union Movement in Sri Lanka (1932-1975), in which he gives 
a table of wage increases. 
Table 7. Tea Growing and Manufaaturing Trade 
May 1970-
May 1970 Nov. 1973 April 1974 March 1975 March 1975 
Men 3.07 4.17 4.70 5.43 76% 
Women 2.45 3.15 3.53 4.07 67% 
Children 2.13 3.81 3.17 3.65 71% 
Table 8. Rubber Growing and Manufaaturing .Trade 
Men 3.12 4.22 4.75 5.50 76% 
Women 2.60 3.32 3.72 4.26 64% 
Children 2.28 2.97 3.34 3.85 69% 
Although Mr Weerakon says that there were measures under con-
sideration to remove the difference in payment between male 
and female workers we see: 
(i) in both sectors, women's wage increases have been the 
least, even below that of children; 
(ii) no specific legal action has been taken to get rid of this 
differentiation. 
In absolute terms, wage increases have resulted in greater 
differentiation in wages between men and women workers. This 
is shown in 'l'able 9 which is calcualted on the basis of Table 7 
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and 8. 
Table 9. Absolute Differences between Wage Increases 
for Male and Female Workers (Calculated) 
Tea and Manufac-
turing trade 
Rubber growing and 
manufacturing 
Differ.ence in Wage Increases 
Men - Women 
May '70 Mov. '73 April '74 March '75 
62 1.02 1.17 1.36 
46 90 1.03 1.24 
We see that with more reforms and bills for bettering the 
situation of the workers, there has also come about a 
greater economic differentiation between men and women. 
These are trends whose significance cannot be ignored when 
considering policies of change and development. 
(d) Kuzmin Franc's paper 'Aspects of Wage Differentiation' 
considers the inequality that has been changing over 
time. Although he presents only the case of Slovenia as 
empirical research case, he also considers these aspects 
of changes for other provinces in Yugoslavia. 
There is one very important point for the position 
of the women which is observed from his calculation, 
i.e. that the more deveZoped the region a relatively 
greater differentiation in income emerges between the 
sexes. This is illustrated in tables below. 
(e) On Gilbert Mudenda's paper 'Zambia's Development Strategy: 
A Socio-Economic Appraisal', I have but one comment 
to make since my kn.owledge of the land is very limited. 
Mudenda locates three groups of people who have not 
benefitted from the development strategy: 'The poor 
peasant farmers (subsistence farmers), the workers"and 
the semi-proletarians'. He sees that a large pa~t of the 
rural population has not benefitted from the development 
strategy- 'Ivhich in reality helped the emergence of a 
social group of capitalist entrepreneurs. Though this 
may be so, it might be worthwhile to study in more de-
tai.l the characteristics of labour in these rural areas 
and see the pattern of change that developed through 
the development strategy. In her paper 'Unfulfilled 
Reputations: Rural Underdevelopment in Zambia, the Case 
of Kabuwe Rural District 1964-1970', Maud Mutemba in-
dicates that agricultural training was one of the 
strategies that the government had considered for rural 
development. She shovlS, ho'V,ever, that none of the pro-
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Interoccupational approach to wage distribution 
The basis for this part of analysis are the results, which could 
be found in: ".Faktorji ogebnih dohodkov v gospodarskih in negospodarskih 
dejavnostih v sr sloveniji v letih 1969 in 1971, Kuzmin Franc, IER, 
Ljubljana, 1974. 
"Faktorji ogebnih dohodkov v industrijski dejavnosti po republikah 
SFR, Yugoslavije, Kuzmin Franc, IER,' Ljubljana, 1977. 
For examining closely the determining factors various ~odels were 
elaborated. The best results were derived by these two models: 
For 1969 and 1971: 
1) w M = qo + q1c + q2WE + q3H1 + q4H2 + aSH3 + q6H4 + q7HS + qaH6 + 
+ q9H7 + q10P1 + q11P2 + q12WE 
2 
For 1973 
!! = + 2) M go q1c + q2WE + q3H1 + q4H2 + QSH3 + Q6H4 + q7HS + 
2 
qaH6 + q9H7 + Q10WE + Q11%F + Q12~/E + Q13W/ P + Q14MPS + 
+ Q1SWE:H1 + Q16WE:H2 + Q17WE:H3 + QlaWE2H4 + q19WE2HS + 
+ Q20WE*H6 + Q21WE2H7 + Q22C*H1 + Q23C2H2 + Q24C2H3 + 
W M = average yearly wage for individual 
C dummy variable for sex; 1 for male, 0 for female 
WE ,~orking age 
university education 
higher education 
H3 high school 
H4 a-years education 
white collared workers 
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H5 = high skilled worker 
,H6 skilled worker 
s~-sk~lled worker 
unskilled worker 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
blue collared workers 
P1 = high capital intensive manufacturing sectors 
P2 m low capital intensive manufacturing sectors 
P3 = medium capital intensive manufacturing sectors 
%F female employment as a percentage of total employment 
liE Yearly value added per employee 
w/P unit labour cost as a percentage of GNP ~) 
MPS percentage of income of five biggest ent~rprises in 
total gross value of output 
~) These variables were added to an individual according to his 
emplo~ent sector. 
Results are presented in tables 5, 6 and 7. (pages 17, 18, 19) 
Further examination is based on point estimates of regression 
coefficients. Regression coefficients q3 - q9 show net contribution 
to wages of each occupational status relative to unskilled worker 
contribution. To discover the changes in interoccupational wage 
distribution, net contribution of each occupational status to 
average wage, should b~ compared. 
:;. 
,", 
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MANUFACTURING SECTORS - SLOVENIA 1973 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF REGRESSION MODEL: 
W/H c a O + il1C" A2WF'." a l lt1 + Q4"Z + a SH3 + 0(,"4 + n.,IIS + a U1I6" 8911., + BlOWE2 + B11 'P + 
+ t12SC",.'f!.7 
va.riables Regression 
coefficient 
Constant 
- a 514,886 
0 
Sex - C 218,740 
Working age -WE 22,626 
University 
educntion 
- HI 1.512,646 
Higher 
education 
- H2 952,101 
High school 
- H3 467,315 
8-years 
- "4 135,893 
education 
High skilled 
- "5 562,870 
Skilled 
- "6 181,674 
Semi skilled 
- B - 65,661 
72 
-WE - 0,717 
Percentage of - \F 2,507 
female 
A.verage 
- I/E 6,437 
prn"ubti vi ty 
Unit labour 
- W/P 10,494 
cost 
Concentration - HPS 3,749 
of supply 
WE R H1 46,457 
WE .H 8 2 32,489 
WE H 83 22,028 
WE H 8
4 11,323 
WE II "5 23,090 
WE H HS 10,493 
WE H H7 9,359 
eM Ht 208,916 
C • H2 143,031 
C H 8 3 323,364 
C H B4 - 163,688 
C. H HS 51,902 
C H B6 149,866. 
C H ~ 64,293 
Standard error of 
regression coefficient 
37,746 
2,952 
89,186 
92.031 
50,456 
78,038 
103,209 
42,595 
41,971 
0,069 
0,391 
0,550 
1,449 
0,232 
4,103 
4,274 
3,011 
4,916 
3,225 
2,585 
2,715 
92,040 
83,101 
50,903 
102,562 
95,783 
43,320 
43,617 
7,4q 
7,66 
16,96 
10,35 
9,26 
1,74 
5,45 
4,27 
- 1,57 
-10,43 
6,40 
11,70 
7,24 
16,19 
11 ,32 
'7,60 
7,23 
2,30 
7,16 
4,06 
3,45 
2,27 
1,72 
6,35 
- 1,59 
0,54 
3,44 
1,47 
Partial correlation 
coefficient 
0,083 
0,086 
0,187 
0,115 
0,103 
0.020 
0,061 
0,048 
.. O,OlB 
- 0,116 
0,072 
0,170 
O,OBI 
0,179 
0,126 
0,085 
0,082 
0,026 
0,080 
0,045 
0,039 
0,02S 
0,019 
0,071 
.. 0,018 
0,006 
0,039 
0,017 
Average wage - "'1M • 2.330,704 Coefficient ot detf)rmination -
- R 
2 
a 0,6209 
F - value ... 465,068 Sample size . 7.980 
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·Standardna . 
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0,38' 
, 7,,65 
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-18',97 
- 3,04 
51,'28 
13,03 
12,00 
28,~3 
19,59 
23,60 
B,83 
23,32 
16,4'4 
7 r 93 
9,9'2 
-7,571 
10,90 
- 4,3,1 
8,95 
10,95 
2,74 
0,,035 
0,058 
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'O',07~ 
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a ,OJO 
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.0,009 
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0-,195 
0,'050 
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0,090 
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F-:vrednost· - 3.018,882 ~tevilo' opazovan~ enot - 66.658 
* For English translation of the text of this and the following 
pages see Page 26. 
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of Kosovo 
F.MPIRIENI REZULTATI RF.GRESIJSKFC:A MOUEUI 'ZA IIIUU~TRJJSXO DF.J/WNOST ROSOVA V LETU 1973 
+ ,812I/E + A I3t1/P + 8 U MPS,. 8 15t1E
0 1l1 + a 16WF.*J12 + A 17WE*"3 + A1BWF.*H .. + 81 !iWr.*uS + 
. + 8 20WE*H6' .. ant/E·~7 + a2·2C.H~ + il 23C-Jl2 + . a24~·H3 + ft 2SC*H. + 6:26C*1I5 + 'ai7c*H6 + 
+ ·28C~H7 
fttanrlnrdna Parcialn! 
Spreme n 1 j 1 v it '8 'Regrc.1j ok1 'napak., re- t-vrednoDt1 r.orolaci jsk1 koeficlenti gres1jAk1h 
koeficlentov koet j clE"nti 
Y.orys.t.a~t·a -. ' 0, ,~I'.239iB6B 
Spol, . ~C 1';'4,,3c79, 52.,815 . 2 ,35 . O,OJJ 
l'~~"ioyn'i - v~t 
-" 3, B47 ' Bta~ 7 .; ;,4 1,85 0 , 026 V!.:Jo'.;n strcitovna uspos·olJ:t· - I' 1 ... 26S,974' IJU ,686 9,12 0,128 1 
VHja 9trokoy~a usposoblj .. - H2 624,367 132,657 . 4,71' 0,066 
Srednja strokovna usposoblj. 
- 113 ·291.;104 66,272 4,39 0,062 
N!~~a, ',':strok~vna 'U8poso.b~j. 
- P.4 - 55,825 Bl,797 ~O ,6B -0,009 ' 
VlN dclavec - 115 - 19,139 112,177 -0,17 -0 ;002 
l<V dcla'vec 
- H6 ,38, B83 57 ,B33 ' O,~,7 . 0;009 
. pl(' ~9.;av~~ . .... 
- "7 -156,209 ~l 1,123 -2 ;56' "0,036 
- I<E2 q,345 0,099 ":3,46 -0,049 
Odstot:ek !en~}t - %F 4,132 0,464 8,90 0,125 
povprc..cnfl· .. prod~kt1vnost 
-
r/E .19,509 0,914 21,35 0,2eS 
St,r.o§ki" de'lovne s11e - W/p 27,107 1,724 15,72 0,216 
Roncen~aci'ja ,ponudbe .- NPS 5,626 0,305 lB,4'31 0,251 
I<E 0 \ 23, l(~2 4,937 4,69 0,066 
WE * II' 34,044 5,575 6,11 0,086 2, 
WE 0 113 26,956 4,033 6,6B 0,094 
WF. 0 114 ' 21,045 5,392 3,90 0,055 
WF. 0 H5 19,199 4,206 4,56 :0,064 
WE * H6 13,523 3 .. 531 3,83 0,054 
WE o H 
, ,7 9,266 3,955 .2,34 0,033 
" 'c 
* II' 601,240' 141,393 4,25 o ,~60 , ,I 
C * 112 ' 358,351 135,239 2,65 0,037 
C' 
· 
113 - .15,.639 68,377 -O~ 23 ,:,,0,003 
C 
· 
114 - 45,,477 BB,257 -0,,5'2 -0 ,,007 
C 0 
"5 499,462 111,967 . 4 ~ 4'6. 0,063 
C' 
· 
H 6 lOS,O:!1 58,681' 1,79 0; 025 
C 
· 
II' , 
7 ' 60,;187 63,388 0,95 0',013 
povpre~n1 oeebn1,dohodk1 -' W'7M • '1.63'0,61511 
___ -.---J 
Determ1nacijsk1. koef1ci'ent .. R2 • O,59B7 
F-vrednost ., 2~8,488. ~tev1.1o opazovan~h enot • 5.067 
29 
of Vojvodina 
.K/H ·-&0:'+ Ale +.A2WE. +'4jJll··~"~","12 of 8 5 "3 ,+ "6"" +''',115 + 8 8H6,+ AgH7 ~ 'OlONF.2 .": "li,r + 
+' ai2,I/E + A1l'H/P + :Al:4~rs"'" ~lS'WEOI1l' + 8. 16WF.*H2 .. a 17Wfl"~3 + alf;~*"4 +' 8 19wr.*HS +' 
+ ~20WE*H6 + a;u:'HE.~H7 '+ . a.22~*Hl + ~~37·fJ2 + 'A24CIII U3 + .a25~·H. + A26e·ItS + a~7~·H6 + 
.. ~. a;87.~~7. 
fitandnrdna Par:cJalnl 
,5 p. J;' e'~ e n 1 j i'v k a" negresJ ink! qapnka ra- t-vrednosti k'orell!~ij8kl 1:'?efic!cr),t.l . graa1j.k1b 
koeficiEmtov koefJcicnti 
){':1l.9.t tL ntD :. ,-
·0 1.121,1162 
Spol .- C 254, 020 37,914 6,699 0,090 
. Delovnl eta! .- WE Uj,498 3 ~458 5,35 ~ ,072 
Vi.soka :s.trokovna usposoblj. 
- Ill· 1. 681,944 111 ;67.6 .1S,OJ 0,19·8 
\,Hj. , strokovna u8po~obl,j. - 112 866,409 123,492 7,016 0';094 
Srednja strokovna uspoaoblj._ - 113 . 308,341 53,894 .. 5,72 0,077 
NUja 8t'rokoVOA uBpoaob~j'. 
- lI4 62,485 96,06.3 0,65 0.,OG9 
VKV delavec 
- H5 ' - 58,235 71;448 - 0,82 -0,I'H1 
. KV qE,lavec 
-. lI6 99,445 ,46,765, 2,13 0,029 
PJ( delavec 
- 1I7 188,398 51;404 3,67 0,049 
_ WE2 
-
0,637 0,095 
-
6 ;72 -0;090 
Odstotek '~en9.k -·.~F 0,333 Q·,456 0,73 0,009 
,Povpre'~~a' produkt1vno~t 
-
I/E 8,284 0,562 14,73 0,194 
,Stroliki d'elovne 811e 
- W/P - 6,610 . 1,486 .- 4,45 -0,·059 
}(oncentJ;Acija ponudbe· - MPS 
-
4,173 0.,329 ' -12,f67 -0,168 
WE 
· 
H . 39,19.7 5,051 , ,76 0,104 
. ·1 
Wl? • Hi· .25,955 5·,858 4,43 .0,059 
WE .. H3 24,121 3,4'50 6,99 0,094. 
ilE 
· 
lI4 13,789 5,962 2',31 0,031 
Wf. 
· 
lI5 28;777, 3,616 7,96 0.107 
,WE *. liS 18,1,93. ' 2,838 6,41 0,086 
WE 
· 
lI7 4,8.21. 3,344 1,44 0,019 
C · .Ii1 -' 26,839 III ,075 , - 0,24 -0,003 
C 
· 
lI2 110,433" ,111,548. 0,99 0,013 
c 
• lI3 ·258,399 54·,627 4,73 0,064 
C -. lI.j' - 91,l04 100,411 0,91 -0,012 
C 
• lI5 465, 9~6 78,8~6 5,91 .0,079 
·c 
• H6 107,665 46; 150 2,33 0,031 
C !t H7 - -76,278 50,463 - 1,51 -0, 020', 
.Povprel!ni ~sebn1 doh,odk,1 - W7M • 1 ~ 946, 9~8 '·2 Determinacijsk1 ko~f1C1en~ - R .. 0,5727 
'.' ',' . 
.. :F-vr.adnost '- 264,265 ~tevi.l0 opaz6vanih snot .. 5.549 
30 
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.. :, 
of Central Serpia 
EHPIRleNI, REZULTA'!'I REGRElll,JSKEGl'l. HDlJEIJI' ZA WDUfiTRJJ~KO~1fAVNOST O~JE SPBIJE'V LETU 1973 
'WIM'a AO.+ al~ +'82W1(+ '8.3 11 1:+ a .. H2 -t.,' .n5H3 .. + .. a6~r4··+ 87"5 .. + '80"6 + 89~7 .. + 810W~.2 .. + .~ll'F + +'~~2I/E ... O:13W/ P '+ 814~rs +' n15~F.·1I1 '+ 8.16WF,°Jt2 '+ a17wE~H'3 +:. ft 1SWF*"4 ,'+',.B1gtlF.·HS + 
+ a20Wr;~H6 + "D.21W~"~~'''.+ '022C*H 1 + ~~3C*i.f2 + 1124C- Hj' +' 825C.~H4 ~ 8 26C6 HS + ~27C"H6 +.]' 
. + a28C~H7 
Ragrea!jnkl 
Standardna Parcialn"! 
SOp r e me n:'l ,i vlf'" napaka re"- t-vredn.~o~l·: kore'l.c11Bld k9.e~1clenti gresij'Bkih 
koeflt:ientov koef1"c1en'U 
KOfu3tant,l1 . 
-: ~'o 2:;"3:,416 
SpoJ.. -:C' 96,177 . 30,325 J,17 . 0 ,O~2 
.Delevn! eta! 
-
WE 15,6-2", • 2,443 6',40 0,065 
Vlsoka atrokovna uBpoBo.~lj ~ HI '1.1-71 ,548 66,629 17,58 0,177 
VUj. strok6vn.a ueI'oaoblj '. ~'Hi '522,645 ': 88,142 5,93 0,,060, , 
,Srednja Btrq~ovna ',UBPOBOb.l:j. 
-
' il3' 227 ,,1'77, 40,159' 5,66 0,058 
Nitj~' Bt,rokovria, uBpoi.o~l:l., 
- "4 1,75'6 63;769 o ,O,~ .0,000 
V1<\!: delave,? 
-
H ' 5 364 ;01'7 ,95 ;946 3,19 0,039 
TN 'de~avec ~'1l6 12'6,609 .37,44,6 3.'38, 0,035 
Pit delavec 
- H7 .. 52,9'67 40,4,35'" 1 ,~l 0,013 
-
WE2 ; 0,506 0;065 " ,-7,,81, -0,079, .. 
Odstotek ~enBk ' 
-
1,849 0,360 IF 5,14 ,0,052' 
proquktlvnoot 17 ;2'99 0,583" 
,-
. 2~/66 Povprel'Sna -::r/E ,0,290 
Stro§ki" deiovrie sile " 
-
~i/P ,O',5~2 , 1,,103 0,46 0,005 
l(9,~centraclJD. 'ponudbei 
-
BPS, 
-
' 1,32,9 ,0,189 -7','0'6 -0,072 
, WE 
· 
"1 35,40,8 : 3,069 '11,'54 0,117 
WE 
· 
'H2 29',579' ',3,·71.2 7,97 '0 ,081 
. WE:· H3 ' 18,55'1' , 2,459: 7,544 0,077 
~IE, 
· "4 
12',02,1 '4,296 2,79 . a ;O~.9 
WE • 
"s' ,23:,:32~ , '2,574 9,06 0,..092 
WE. • H6 ',Ii i 41iJ 2,096 ~,OS 0,041 
'':lE:.1I!' 
"7 1 ;809 ,~.,.436 - 0" 743- a ~·OO8. 
c 
· 
'H1" " 2.42,260 '67,945, 3,57 0,036 
, c: '*,H2, .. 268,,258 83 ;266 3';22 : o ,03:! 
c' • , "3, 137,997, 41 ;299 3,34 0,03'4 
,C ' •. }l4 
-:128',179 70,36~, -1,82 . -0,0.19 
'c • Irs" 1'53,159 ,92,975 ).,65, '0,017 
" 
C, *, 
"6 ' :93;H5 35,969 2,59, 0,026 
C * ,H7 
" 
-
,22,147, 38,~78, ': -0,S7' -O,QQ6 
Determin.c1jBKi 'koeficient - ~2' D 0,,5830 
.' . . I' • . 
~t"vilo ,op~.ov:.~iho~ot' D ,9.i05 
r " 31 
~," '~,:~" ,"; . ~ .. 
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of $erbia. 
U1PIRleNI REZULTATI RroRES!JSKf:GA MOOELA ZA HmUSTRJJSKO DEJAVNOS.T SR FRBIJE V LEW 1973 
HIM • ISO + alc + 8 2WE + 8 3111 + °4 11 2 + 8 5113 + 8 6"4 + 8.7"5, + 8 8"6 +, 09"7 +~ 8 10WE 2, + '811~F + 
+ 1112I/E + 8 13W/P + al~~IPS * 8 1SWE*H1 + 1116WR~H2 + a17WE~H3 +' 8.1 8wi:-u4 ~ 819W~~H5 + 
+ 8 20WE*H6 +. a 21 WE*H7 :.. 1122C*"1 + 8 23C·"2 + 1I 24C*U3 + 8 2,5C;:*"4: + a26c~H~ + 1127C - H6 + 
+ A 28C·", 
,;,., 
Regrna1jski 
Stanrlardna, Parcialn: 
~ p r ~: m e n .l j. 1 v -k A nClp'C'lka 1"e-, t-vr,ed~o8tl kor~J acl'}slo:l koef~c1entl qre'!'ilj,9klh koe flClc,ntl kouf!.c!entcv 
Konstanta 
-' 8 0 33;,646 
Spol - C 
"" 
146,858 22,198 6,62 ~/047_ 
pelovn! eta! - WE 13,748 1,829 7,?2 0,053 
Vlsoka strokovn.a ,usposoblj. 
- HI· 1.3A9,311 54,690 24,672 0,171 
Viiija etrokovna usposoblj. 
- H" G68,516 64; 850 '10 ,31 0,072 2 
Sr,ednja atrok,ovna U8P050bi~'~ 
- H3 250,929 29,869 8,40 0,059 
Nlzja atrokovna uapoBoblj. 
- H4 - 8,327 45,778 -0,18 -0,001 
VJ(!I delavec 
-. HS 45,383 50,678 0,89 0,006 
KV delavec 
- 116 66,833 26.791 2,49 0,018 
PK delavec 
-" H7 27,047 28,814 0,9.4. 0~007 
. - WE2. 
-
0,492 0,048 -10,11 -0,071 
Odstotek ~ensk 
- iF 2,222 0,248 8,954 0,063 
Povprecna produkt1vnoat 
- lIE 13,658 0,349 39,16 0,266 
StroAk! delovne Bile - Hlp 2,299 0,785 2,93 0,021 
:Koncentr8ci:ja ponudbe 
- MP.S 1,004 ,0,149 - 6,76 -0,046 
HE 
• HI ~3 ',851 2,397 14.,12 . 0',099 
WE 
• H2 29,281 2,796 1,0 ,47 0, 074 
h'E • R3 '22,}49 1',853 12,061 0, q85 
WE ,~. 114 ···.;::.,·i.10 2,999 5,037 0,035 
m!, 
· 
H~ 26,359 1,925 13,-69 0,096 
WE 
· 
H6 14,195 ~ ,572 9,03 0,063 
WE 
· 
H7 a',.063 1';795 4',492 0,032 
C ,ft, H1 :229,815 55·,364 4 t)'S 0,029 
C 
· 
H2 220,728 6.1,827 3 ,'~7 0,025 
C 
· 
" H3" li:5.,194 30,436 3,72 0,026 
C 
· 
H4 -113,239 49,037 -2,31 -0,016 
C ,·':"5' 390,603 51,577 7 ;57 0, 053' 
c 
• H6 93,534 . 26,205 3,57 0,025 
C • H· 
.7 - 63,791 28,15. -2,27 -0,016 
Povpreen1 oBebn1 dohodk1 - \'i7M" -:~~!40C, Determl!l8cijak1 lc.oef1cient - n 2 .. 0,5505 
F-vrednost .. 883,051 ~tevilo opazovanih enot .. 20.221 
':' 
of Macedonia 
EHPIRleNI REZULTATI RF.GRf.HI.lfiRFGh ~IOOF.l.J\ Z/\ lllDIiSTII IJH}(O UEJJ\VNOST Fit MJ\YFDOtHJF. V LF"ru 1973 
W/M • lIO ... alC + .8 2WF. + 8 3 111 of- 0,112 + °5 ,,) + 8 6 JT4 t 87HS + 86H6 + 0g117 + 0iOl'1F'2 + nl.l 'F + 
+ 8 121/E + 8 1JW/P + 014MPS + a1SWp,*1I 1 ... n 16Wg·I'2 + "17WE *U3 ·+ I'llSWr.*U4 ... fl 1gWr.*II S + 
+ 8 20WE*H6 + 8 21 WE-II, ... l1 22C*Jl 1 + a 23c*1I2 + 8 24C*1I 3 ... li 2SC
tt Jf 4 + a 26e-uS + 827C.U6 of. 
+ a2ac·a, 
Rtandnrdna J'lot'"cJn.lnl 
5 p r om e n 1 j 1 v'k a nC"JrcnljskL n."lpilka TC- t-vrcdnosti y';,rr~ 1 ill: 1 j r,;;!" kocflcienti yrosi jsklh koc(1('i"lIti )coo fie lentov 
Konstilnta -
·0 2.701,'596 
5po1 
- C 108.45' 41,979 2,58 0, t))4 
Oeh"vnl,staz - WF. 29, 2~" 3 ,242 9 ,01 0,11·'3 
V1sokn strokovna usposoblj. - III 1.)1)8,724 82,594 14,392 O,lij9 
VBj. ~trokvona uspoRof11j. - 112 5)1,189 124,689 4,09 o ,O~5 
Sretlnja strokovna uapoaoblj •• - 113 237,911 55,106 4,32 0, ~58 
NHja strokovna uapoBoblj. - 114 -4:, &89 75,425 -0,56 -0, Ij07 
VRV dclavec 
- 115 2i1a ,.295 92,611 3,11 0,042 
l~ delavec 
- P6 i:'!J ,446 48,703 2,86 a ,nj& 
'Pl{ dclavec H" 53 I flOa 50,769 1,06 0,014 ,
_ \';Z2 
- ~, 797 0,079 -1'0,06 -0,13) 
Odstotek ~ensk 
-
~F - 6,326 0,408 -l6,01 ~O. 209 
Povprel::na produktivnoBt - rlE - (. ,049 0,654 - 9,25 . -0,123 
Stro!lki delovne Bile - ~,/p -2(, ,618 1,445 -Hi,42 -0,739 
i\oncentracija 'ponulJbe 
- /-IPS - 2,329. 0,271 - a ,59 -0,114 
WF, 
· 
HI 24,137 3,884 6,22 . 0 I 01'3 
WE 
· 
112 26,858 4,490 5,98 0,'079 
liE 
· 
113 20,003 3,253 6,15 0,0"2 
·WF. 
· 
114 13,622 ",9Al , ,73 a ,OJ6 
HE 
· 
iJS IS ,433 3,247 5,98 ~, oa~ 
WE 
· 
116 8,271 2,824 2,93 0,039 
WE 
· 
"7 1,523 3,134 0,49 0,006 
C 
· 
III 485,505 67,119 5",57 0,074. 
t, • il2 19';; ~'16 120,126 1,66 0, 1)2~ 
C 
· 
H' e 
2q ,!IUS 54,727 4,42 0,059 
C 
· 
Hit 23, [,52 79,600 0.29 0,004 
C liS 20'),186 R6,266 2,;;2 0,031 
c 
· 
1'. 
0 
iSS', :':15 47,082 3,30 0,044 
C 
· 
117 84,467 50,334 1,68 0,022 
PovpreC!:ni oaebn! dohodki - W7M .. 1. BOB I 099 Determ1nac1jsk1 koeficient - n2 • 0,6200 
F-vrednoBt .. 327,144 !!tevilo opazovanih eno't .:. 5.64~ 
33 
',1 
of Croatia 
EHPIRlrNI REZULTATI ~F.GRESIJ.C;tfEGA HOOEIJ\ '1[1. INnUf)TRI.lf:}(O DF.JAVNOfl'I' Si. f-lRVAT~Yf' v LE'I!) 1973 
W/M - aD + ale + a 2WE + oJIl 1 + 6 4 112 + nSH) + lI6lf4 • ~7HS + lIa"6 + 8 9"7 + ftlOW:-2 + nll'F + 
+ 1l12 I/E + A13W/P + 1114MPS + 8 1SWf,*U 1 + ~16WE·H2 + 1117WF.*U3 + 8 1SWE*H4 + 1l19Wf~·HS + 
+ 8 20WE*H6 + 11 21Wf:*H7 + 8 22C*I\ + :"23(.'*112 + 6 24C:*1I3 + 8 2SC*U4 + 1126C*"S + lJ. 27 C*"6 + 
+ a 2aC·H, 
Stanrlnrcini\ Pnrcjnlrd 
fi p r emenlj i v k 'a 0("p'I;o51 j5ki nnpilka re- t-vrerlnoati y.or~ 1 M:l , lr.! kOllf~.rt nnti 9rl'!~i Inidh 
:-:-ocf lcinntov kC't'flcl "1 ti' 
-.. ~.---
Komitnnta 
- "0 596,290 
[,po1 
- C 1(;5,244 42,116 3,92 0,045 
['IelO\'n! stal - HP, 22,180 3,482 6,54 0, (,76 
Visoka strokovna usposoblj. 
- Hl 1.423,180 70,398 20,22 0 , 228 
Vili)a ~trokovna usposoblj. 
- 112 775,797 101,245 7,66 0, /JRg 
Srednja strokovna usposoblj. 
- 113 345,137 50,973 6,77 0, f)78 
H1zjil atrokovna usposoblj. 
- 114 -102,664 98,996 -1,0.4 -0,012 
\'KV delavec 
- 115 562,701 112,473 5,003 0,058 
Y.V delavec' 
- II [, 225,308 45,971 4,90 0, 057 
i'}{ delavec 
- li7 79,,102 45,389 1,74 0, 020 
- \'1R2 0,689 0, 085 -8,13 -0,094 I Odstotck ,:fenek - 'F 0, aS1 0,465 1,63 0, 021 f'ovprelS:na produkt1vnoat - rlE 9,.BOS 0,521 18,82 C,213 Stroliki delovne aile - HIP ,,542 1,392 1,83 0,021 Koncentracij'a ponudbe - MPS 1,638 0,261 6,27 0,073 
\'IE 
· 
Hl 30,062 3,862 10,06 0,116 
t \1E · H2 21,784 ' 4.,882 4. ,46 0,052 ~IE 
· 
113 20,811 3,419 6,09 O,OHi I, 
WE • ll4 )4,755 5,846 2,52 0,029 r 
\'If. • lis 21 1 806 3,8)7 5,71 Q,066 \' 
'WE 
· "6 
7,328 3,059 2,39 0,028 t HE 
· 
117 1,903 3,177 0,599 0,007 
·c 
· 
H) 267,604 71,296 4,03 0, 0t,"1 I C 
· 
tl2 326.021 91,015 3,55 0,0·11 ) I 
.C 
· 
Ii) 242,403 54,637 4. I ~4 0 , 051 1 
C 
· "4 - 3),798 9d,i B3 -0,32 -0,004 l C· .. "5 207,,\-<,0 lu5,831 1,96 0,023 C 
· 
H6 24: .'377 49,280 5,02 0,058 I C 
· 
ll7 109,657 48,896 2,2,( 0,026 
Pcvprecnl,os9bni dohodki - W7M • 2:216,617 DeterminacijBk! kooficlont - n2 .. 0,6299 
F - vrcdnoBt • 451,,525 ~tevilo opazovanlh enot • 7.456 
34 
of Montenegro 
EMPIRl~NI REZUL'I'ATI REGRESIJSKEGA MOln:L!I ZA INDUSTHIJSKO DEJAVNOST SR tRNE r.oHr. v !.FTU· 1973 
111M· ftO + alC + n2WE ~ 8)I1} + 8 4"2 + °S1!3 + 8 61-14 + '7 11 5 + SaH6 + "9"7 + 8 10Wr.
2 
+ 8} J \iF + 
+ "12I/E + "13~/P + "14 MPS + °15WE *H1 + 8 16WF.*U2 + l\17WE·~3 + B 1SWE*H 4 + ft 19Wr.*U S + 
+ 8 20WE"U6 + a21WE"'~7 + 8 22C*H 1 + Bi 23e-H2 + 824C"'U3 + A2SC*II .. + 8 26C*HS + 8 21C*"6 + 1 .~ 
+ "28c - H7 i; 
.c;tantlilrclna P"rc!',li 1 .~. < 
$ P r em e n 1 j i v k:a H~rln'lll j!1r.i n.lpilkrs re- t-vrerlnoutt r.on·}",·.jnk .. kOl,l"jet('nt Yl"esj j skih 
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ducers sent for courses were women: 'Yet they con-
stituted a higher percentage of the most productive 
group in agricultural activities of the 15-34 age 
group, 15,102 females against 13,088 males.' 
All these sorts of insights have to make us examine 
the historical base of the so-called 'development' 
strategies. One has to look deeper into the notion that 
the economic development of one group of people will 
per se, bring about social upliftment. Sri Lanka and 
Yugoslavia represent two countries which, in spite of 
the development strategies being geared to the social-
ist ideal, have at the same time seen a greater dif-
ferentiation between men and women in their economic 
benefits. . 
This must again make us consider what exactly is 
the basis of participation of women in the development 
of society. It again calls for an analysis of society 
which can give a scientific historical perspective on 
the relationship of women to the economic mode of pro-
duction. It has to be cZearZy seen that to consider 
her position as a mere refZection of the existing mode 
of production does not bring into perspective the 
generation of discrimination due to her sex. To explain 
it again as part of the prevailing superstructure does 
not·bring into the picture the historical differentiations 
that she has faced. 
For all these reasons, I have attempted to study 
briefly the situation of women in rural Sri Lanka, 
wherever possible relating mainly to the paddy cultur-
ation areas to see if further analysis could throw more 
light on their situation. I have tried to follow the 
method earlier described. From the analysis of the con-
crete situation I have attempted to trace back the 
processes of production and reproduction, both historic-
ally and conceptually, and to see how the present in-
stitutions and forms in society have originated and de-
veloped. 
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III 
Brief Case Study of Women in Rural Sri Lanka 
The emphasis on development strategies has traditionally 
been on economic upliftment. This has been interpreted 
often to relate only to the production relations that 
stem from the class structure of society. They do not 
take into account the historical institutions that relate 
to the relations of reproduction and their inter-connections 
in the totality of social relations in society. From this 
stem strategies .of development that consider progress in 
terms of the parameters like income distribution, employ-
ment and poverty in terms of the whole of society without 
taking into account the specific nature of the separate 
suppressions that prevail in the situation. My contention 
is that strategies based on aspects of poverty, employment 
and income distribution can help to bring about a more pro-
gressive situation for the members of society, but if this 
analysis does not take into account the specific historical 
discriminations that sections of society have undergone, 
stemming from both the production of life and the production 
of the necess.i ties of life, and make policies for the better-
ment of their position, then those strategies will necessar-
ily be of a more limited nature. Here I refer specific~lly 
to the position of women ~.,hich has often not only not been 
taken into account in strategies of development, but very 
often has negatively affected their position in society. 
To do so, I shall try to consider the specific role 
that the woman in rural Sri Lanka plays in society. I shall 
try and bring into focus issues relating to poverty, in-
come distribution, and employment relating to her position 
in society. Further, I· shall attempt to show that even in 
areas where society has on the whole shown more progressive 
statistical parameters in response to government policies, 
those relating to the position of women have not undergone 
a similar change. My main emphasis is to go beyond the class 
analysis and to show that the historical role of women in 
rural Sri Lanka has a dimension of discrimination which is 
not often brought into consideration in nonnal planning· 
strategies of development. Finally, I hope to assert that· 
women's oppression is a problem of history, rather than of 
biology, a problem which has to be analysed and solved by 
scientific socialism and planning. 
My hypothesis is: 
The socio-economic transition of Sri Lanka started with 
the influence of Western powers which had considerable impact 
in changing the characteristics of the rural economy. The 
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changes occurred both at the level of the organization of 
production, and of prevailing social relations and in-
stitutions. 
These changes did not occur as a result of evolution 
but due to changes introduced from outside. This produced 
a system where the penetration of monetary relations into I 
villages, the conversion of labour and land into commodities 
exchanged in the market, weakened the base of organization 
of production and created new class relations in society. 
But it preserved some of the characteristics inherited 
from the old feudal socio-economic order as far as the 
relations of reproduction were concerned. This double 
dimension of present rural society has most of all affected 
the position of women in their participation in society. 
On the one hand, the emergence of 'wage labour' has produced 
a proletarianization of women in· the rural sector and created 
a dichotomy between the family and the economy. At the same 
time, women became more and more subjected to discrimination 
in their work, to the ideologies prevailing in .the relations 
of reproduction in the feudal socio-economic order which 
essentially considered women to be weaker and inferior by 
their biological origin. 
HistoricaZ Background 
When the Portuguese under Alveyda came to Sri Lanka in 1505, 
the country had all the characteristics of a self-sufficient 
feudal economy. The colonization of the country from the 
16th century onwards, however, first by the Portuguese, 
then by the Dutch and then by the British, changed the nature 
of socio-economic relations between the people. It is these 
particular changes which have to be considered in order to 
assess how the position of women in society has changed over 
time. As we have stated earlier, there are two sets of pro-
duction relations, whose development can be analyzed his-
torically. The complex nature of socio-economic relationships 
in society have to be analyzed and seem to reflect the inter-
action of these two sets of relationships. An attempt will be 
made to understand these relationships within this perspect-
ive, and: to see whether the position of women has in fact 
been bettered or adversely affected in the process of change. 
FeudaZ Period 
The 'original' village before colonization had all the 
characteristics of feudalism. There were many princes but one 
to whom they allowed fealty and who reigned as sovereign 
over the whole of the island. The land was cUltivated by 
the serfs (Percival: 5). and revenue (in terms of kind) 
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was extracted from them. It was a more or less self-suf-
ficient economy at a level marginally higher than that of 
subsistence and with few trade contacts with the outside 
world. 
Within feudal society strong differences occurred in 
position and income in the various sectors of the economy. 
A caste system prevailed, based on a graded system of 
occupation. In the hierarchical system agriculture was the 
most important. Those engaged in it formed the highest 
caste from which the rulers were invariably drawn, 
(Wyetinga: 14), while non-agricultural occupatlons were 
graded in a descending order. Robert Knox gave some im-
pressions of these differences and ways of life in An 
Historical Relation Qf Ceylon, first published in 1681, 
from which the following excerpts are taken. 
"The highest, are their Noblemen, called Hondrews •...•. ' 'Tis 
out of this sort alone, that the King chooseth his great Officers and 
whom he imploys in his Court, and appoints for Governors over his 
Countrey. Riches are not here valued, nor make any the more Honour-
able. For many of the lower sorts do far exceed these Hondrews in 
Estates. But it is the Birth and parentage that inobleth. 
"These are distinguished from others by their names and the wear-
ing of their cloth, which the Men wear down half their Legs, and the 
Women to their heels: one end of which Cloth the Women fling over 
their shoulders and with the very end carelesly cover their Breasts; 
whereas the other sort of Women must go naked from the wast upwards, 
and their Cloaths not'hang down much below their Knees: except it be 
for cold; for then either Women or Men may throw their Cloth over their 
Backs ..•. 
"Next after the degree of Hondrews may be placed Goldsmiths, Black-
smiths, Carpenters and Painters. Who are all of one degree and quality. 
But the Hondrews will not eat with them: however in Apparel there is 
no difference; and they are also privileged to sit on stools, which none 
of the Inferior ranks of People hereafter mentioned, may do •..• 
"No Artificers ever change their Trade from Generation to Genera-
tion; but the Son is the same as was his Father, and the Daughter 
marries only to those of the same craft ...• 
"Many of the Vehars [Temples} are endowed and have Farms belonging 
to them. And these Tirinanxes are the Landlords, unto whom the Tenants 
come at a certain time and pay in their Rents .•.. 
"Their Houses are small, low, thatched Cottages, built with sticks, 
daubed with clay, the walls made very smooth. For they are not permitted 
to build their houses above one story high, neither may they cover with 
tiles, nor whiten their walls with lime, but there is a Clay which is 
as white, and that they use sometimes. They employ no Carpenters, or 
house-builders, unless some few noble-men, but each one buildeth his 
own dwelling •.•• 
"The great people have handsom and commodious houses. They have 
commonly two buildings one opposit to the other, joined together on 
each side with a wall, which makes a square Court-yard in the middle •••• 
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"Their Slaves and Servants dwell round and about without in other houses. 
with their wives and children. 
And now we are mentioning eating, let us take a view of this 
people at their meals. Their Dyet and ordinary fare is but very mean, 
as to our account .... 
"The great ones have always five or six sorts of food at one meal, 
and of them not above one or two at most of Flesh or Fish, and of them 
more pottage than meat •••. 
"The Habit of the men when they appear abroad is after this sort. 
The Nobles wear Doublets of white or blew Callico, and about their 
middle a cloth, a white one next to their skin, and a blew one or of 
some other colour or painted, over the white: a blew or red shash 
girt about their loyns, and a Knife with a carved handle wrought or in-
laid with Silver sticking in their bosom; and a complete short Hanger 
carved and inlaid with Brass and Silver by their sides, the Scabbard 
most part covered with Silver, bravely ingraven'; a painted Cane and 
sometimes a Tuck in it in their hands, and a boy always bare-headed 
with long hair hanging down his back waiting upon him, ever holding a 
small bag in his hand, which is instead of a Pocket, wherein is Betel-
leaves and nuts .••• 
"Where their houses consist but of one room, the Children that 
are of any years always go and sleep in other houses among their neigh-
bours. Which please them better than their own. For so they Come to 
meet with bedfellows, nor doth it displease the Parents, if young men 
of as good quality as, themselves become, acquai~ted with, their daughters, 
but rather like well of it; knowing that their daughters by this mean's' 
can command the young men to help and assist them in any work or business 
that they may have occasion to use them in. And they look upon it so 
far distant from a disgrace, that they will among their consorts brag 
of it, that they have the young men thus at their command. 
"But their Marriages are but of little force or validity. For if 
they disagree and mislike one the other; they part without disgrace. 
"At their leisure when their affairs will permit, they commonly 
meet at places built for strangers and way-faring men to lodge in, in 
their Language called Amblomb, where they sit chewing Betel, and looking, 
one upon the other very gravely and solidly, discoursing concerning the 
Affairs at Court, between the King and the Great Men; and what Employ-
ment the People of the City are busied about." 
In the agricultural sphere rice cultivation was the most im-
portant and prevalent occupation. But paddy cUltivation was 
based on a closely interlocking system of rights and duties 
called attam. This was basically a form of share tenancy by 
which available labour was distributed in a manner of recip-
rocal exchange for the general rice cultivation. Ralph Perris 
has given a comprehensive account of' the workings of this 
agro-socio-organization in his SenhaZese SoaiaZ Organization. 
In essence, the social forms relating to this production 
system, or the relations of production, stem from the technical 
development of labour in the production process. In its most 
abstract form, the land belonged to a landlord and the labour 
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and means of production, usually very primitive, belonged 
to the serf. A social relationship of subordination and 
domination between the serf and the landlord precedes and 
enables the combination of all factors of production in 
a distinct form of permanent production relations between 
the landlord and the serf, and between the serfs themselves. 
In this particular system of production, the structure 
of the family and marriage were closely related to the 
rationale of the method of production, being intrinsically 
connected with the immobility of labour and the custom-bound 
tenurial system of rice cultivation. Polygamy and the 
joint family system represented the rationale for the exist-
ing feudal system. 
Polygamy was common practice on the island when the 
foreigners arrived in past centuries, being noted by both 
Robert Knox and Ribero. This custom has clearly been treated 
as a convenient method of passing down property from one 
generation to the next. It is believed that those who in-
herited little land from their parents often contracted 
polyandrous marriages in order to retain the ownership of 
land within the family. It was also related to the 
'rajakaringa system' which required a man to be away from 
home on public service, leaving his family unattended for 
several months at a time. Often the polyandrous situation 
changed into one of group marriage. Divorce was flexible, 
however, and could be arranged with mutual consent •. 
The marriage system showed differences, depending on 
the class to which the women belonged: 
Among the Sinhalese however, though the lower folk buy 
wives, and the man brings a dowry and furniture with 
him and the woman brings only her personal ornaments, 
among the nobles there is a different fashion, for the 
bridegroom-elect sends a present to the parents of the 
bride, an article for each as a token of the contract, 
and they are obliged to give the dowry agreed upon, a-
long with the daughter (Father Queyroz [1685J quoted 
in Economic Review January 1976). 
The joint family system is also closely connected with 
the system of production. The two main features of the land-
lord-serf relationship are (1) immobility of labour, and 
(2) revenue. These aspects are strongly linked; the notion 
of a joint family producing the necessities of life can 
best be rationalized with the existing system of production. 
Marriage and the family also perform many basic personal 
and social functions such as procreation, a formalized up-
bringing for children, the satisfaction of personal needs, 
affection, companionship and status: regulating lines of 
descent, division of labour between the sexes, economic pro-
duction and consumption. 
If the analysis is taken no further than the relations 
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abstract form, the land belonged to a landlord and the labour 
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and means of production, usually very primitive, belonged 
to the serf. A social relationship of subordination and 
domination between the serf and the landlord precedes and 
enables the combination of all factors of production in 
a distinct form of permanent production relations between 
the landlord and the serf, and between the serfs themselves. 
In this particular system of production, the structure 
of the family and marriage were closely related to the 
rationale of the method of production, being intrinsically 
connected with the immobility of labour and the custom-bound 
tenurial system of rice cultivation. Polygamy and the 
joint family system represented the rationale for the exist-
ing feudal system. 
Polygamy was common practice on the island when the 
foreigners arrived in past centuries, being noted by both 
Robert Knox and Ribero. This custom has clearly been treated 
as a convenient method of passing down property from one 
generation to the next. It is believed that those who in-
herited little land from their parents often contracted 
polyandrous marriages in order to retain the ownership of 
land within the family. It was also related to the 
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home on public service" leaving his family unattended for 
several months at a time. Often the polyandrous situation 
changed into one of group marriage. Divorce was flexible, 
however, and could be arranged with mutual consent. 
The marriage system showed differences, depending on 
the class to which the women belonged: 
Among the Sinhalese however, though the lower folk buy 
wives, and the man brings a dowry and furniture with 
him and the woman brings only her personal ornaments, 
among the nobles there is a different fashion, for the 
bridegroom-elect sends a present to the parents of the 
bride, an article for each as a token of the contract, 
and they are obliged to give the dowry agreed upon, a-
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(2) revenue. These aspects are strongly linked; the notion 
of a joint family producing the necessities of life can 
best be rationalized with the existing system of production. 
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affection, companionship and status: regulating lines of 
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If the analysis is taken no further than the relations 
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stemming from productive forces or relating to the tech-
nical content of labour, however, we shall not achieve 
a more comprehensive outlook on women's position in society. 
It is necessary to study the relations of reproduction, 
whose content is ~abour based on bio~ogica~ difference, 
and which take different forms in different social and 
historical contexts, in order that the significance of its 
development can be understood in the complex nature of 
social forms. An approximation of such a development is 
seen in the attitudes that men and women hold to each other, 
based on their differences in sex. 
Although there are differences in the work done by 
women according to the class to which they belong, there 
is a common attitude towards female sexuality and women in 
general. This has been studied and discussed by L.R. 
Amarsingham, Nur Yalman and Gananath Obeyesekere, all of 
whom show the close relationship between the sexual re-
strictions put on women and the structure of the social 
system. 
Nur Yalaman (1962: 25-58) points out that protection 
of the purity and exclusiveness of the group through regu-
lations of the sexual life of the women is central to South 
Indian conceptions of caste. He shows that concern for her 
purity is associated with the structure of the social system 
and that the safeguarding of women from possible violation 
of their sexual integrity is an expression of the desire to 
safeguard the boundaries of the group. 
Gananath Obeyesekere (1963: 326) discusses the attitudes 
of Sri Lankan women towards themselves, which in turn reflects 
that attitude of men towards them: 'Men folk in Laggala view 
their women as possessed of certain inherent weaknesses: 
Seductiveness - women are viewed as sexually easily excitable, 
inducing the male to adultery and thus a threat to the in-
tegrity of the family; Untrustworthiness - no women could be 
trusted, neither one's wife nor even one's own mother ... 
women are also jara (unclean).7 
L.R. Amarsingham (1973: 76-83) explores the contradic-
tion between the natural fertility and desirability of women 
and the bounded nature of the social structure, by analysing 
the images of women in Sinhalese myth. He shows that the con-
tradiction represents a dichotomy between pure/impure and 
socially productive/socially non-productive. The theme of 
women as untrustworthy, however, unites all three women in 
the myths that he analyses. He goes on to say: 
This suggestion that there is ambiguity and uncertainty 
inherent in the very nature of women imp~ies that the 
images of women contained in the myths not onZy indi-
cate structura~ aspects of femininity and fertiZity, but 
a~so express certain attitudes towards fema~e sexua~ity 
in genera~. The purity of women is relative and there is 
no way to be completely certain of it. Thus women are 
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problematic not only in their potential vulnerability 
or aggressiveness, but also in their very nature as 
focus of men's desire. 
Thus we see that labour based on biological difference, 
which forms the content of social relations of reproduction, 
assumes a form which signifies biological inequality. That 
is to say, at that specific historic period biological differ-
ence took the same form as biological inequality, with the 
male at the superior position. This social form of patriarchy 
is an historical expression of the development of social 
forms relating to the reproduction of life. 
Two sets of production relations stemming from two vital 
production processes thus exist. But the nature of social 
forms in society can be more clearly seen only when they 
are seen as a result of the interaction of these sets of re-
lationships. If we consider only one set of relationships 
we fall into the danger of simplification and very often a 
misunderstanding of the true state of affairs. When consid-
ering the nature of labour in paddy cultivation we see that 
'one unit of male labour is not equivalent to one unit of 
female labour. Labour mobilization in paddy agriculture is 
dependent on sexual division of labour; ploughing, reaping 
and harvesting are men's work, while planting, weeding, etc. 
are women's work.' (Gunasinghe 1976). 
Such a feature cannot be explained in any other way 
but as a reflection of the interaction of the relations·of 
production and reproduction. Basic notions or categories ex-
press basic socio-economic forms which characterize specific 
production relationships among people, and the unequal value 
ascribed to women's work must be seen as the result of the 
historical development of social forms relating to the two 
production processes and should not be seen as due to bio-
logical origin. The work done by the women was very often 
more strenuous than that done by the men, and yet social 
values put"a higher price on the latter. 
This mode of production was drastically changed under the 
colonization by the Portuguese, Dutch and the British. 
Change in the Production System 
Due to the introduction of a money economy the share tenancy 
system in paddy cUltivation began to change. Services which 
for centuries had been rendered to one another on paddy lots 
on the basis of common tradition were now transformed into 
commodities to be bought and sold. 'The development of com-
mercialization led to the growth of the towns and rise of 
the middle class ... Money became essential to keep the farms 
going' (Jayaweera 1973). People who owned land and the 
people who had access to money now exercised powerful control 
over others in the village. This led to changes in the socio-
economic structure and relations in the villages which showed 
the following key features: 
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TABLE 10 
Percentage Distribution of Operators and Extent Operated 
According to Size of Lowland Holding (Acres) 
_______ g~~2~£~eg~_~!2~~!~~~!Q£_Qf_QP~~e~Q~2 ____ _ 
S~-
g§~2§£~eg~_~!2~~!~~~!Q£_Qf_§~~~£~_QP§~et§~ __ 
S~-
total More total More 
Up to 0.5- 1.0- up to 2.0- 4.0- than Up to 0.5- 1.0- up to 2.0- 4.0- than 
g!2t~!2t ________ Q~2 ___ !~Q ___ ~~Q ____ ~~Q ___ ~~Q ___ ~~Q ___ ~~Q __ !Q~~! ___ Q~2 __ !~Q ___ ~~Q ___ ~~Q __ ~~Q __ 2~Q ___ ~~Q __ !Q~e! 
Hambantota 
Anuradhapura 
l?olonnaruwa 
Kandy 
colombo 
.,. 
U1 
15 23 32 
17 31 25 
18 33 32 17 
8 33 27 30 
8 31 36 25 
70 16 8 6 
73 20 4 3 
100 6 21 35 38 100 
100 2 16 22 59 100 
100 2 19 34 46 100 
100 3 9 24 36 22 18 24 100 
100 3 15 22 40 32 9 19 100 
(1) a very unequal distribution of land for the rice 
cultivation. This is brought out in the study of 
the Agrarian Research Institute in Ceylon and is 
illustrated in Table 101 . 
(2) the creation of a class of absentee landlords who 
did not render services in the village but who, be-
cause of their control over money (perhaps in the 
form of urban employment) could pay for their fields 
to be cultivated; 
(3) a high degree of labour. 
The percentage of wage labour used in paddy cultivation is 
also qUite high, as shown in Table 11. (Agrarian Research 
and Training Institute 1975: 18). 
TABLE 11 
Polonnaruwu 75% 
Hambau tota 86 % 
Kandy 59% 
Colombo 56% 
(4) Rural debt became very high. 
The Survey of Rural Indebtedness conducted by the Cent-
ral Bank in 1969 revealed that 54% of rural households are 
in debt and that 81.2% of the total rural debt is served to 
non-institutional sources while 18.8% is owed to established 
institutions (Central Bank 1969: Tables 17 & 34). Further, 
the level of rural debt has grown through the years: in 
1950 only 30% of rural households were in debt. 
Togarathnam and Schiekele's study shows even larger 
prevalence of debt: 'We conclude that all paddy farms under 
2 acres are undersigned [sicJ farms not capable of support-
ing a family. The only pract~cal solution to lift these farm-
ers out of poverty is to provide them with off-farm employ-
ment opportunities (p.16). We see from the Agrarian Institute 
research that a large percentage of cultivators fall in this 
category. 
The majority of farmers in the dry zone districts oper-
ate holdings which do not yield a minimum acceptable level 
of income. In the wet zone areas over 70% of the operators 
hold less than two acres. When this is considered in the 
light of the Togaratnam and Schiekele report, the generaZ 
situation of the poorer peasants is such that the support 
of a family becomes extremely difficult. 
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TABLE 12 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL MONEY INCOME FOR ONE MONTH OF MALE AND FEMALE INCOME RECEIVERS BY SPECIFIC INCOME GROUPS 
\ 
R U R A L SEC TOR 
(I" lls. '000) 
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The position of.women in the production system 
Women from a significant proportion of wage labour in paddy 
cultivation. 
The seclusion of the women in the house has been either 
confined to rich families when women were encouraged to 
lead idle lives and to socially backward groups where 
such false values orevailed that this 'status' and re-
spectability were enhanced if women did not engage in 
outside work (Jayawardena 1976: IS). 
Their rates of pay vary from district to district 
ranging from Rs3.S0 to RsS a day (with lunch) depending 
on the demand for labour and the customary rate in the area. 
The constant factor, however, is that women doing such work 
receive Rsl.50 and Rsl a day less than the men. This 
position of women in the rural sector with reference to 
income is shown in the breakdm.,n of income receivers in 
the census data, as shown in Table 12. Here we see that 
most women in the agricultural sector fall into the lowest 
bracket of income, i.e. 76.S% as opposed to 36.4% of the 
men. 99.6% of the women obtain less than Rs.600, while the 
men get relatively much higher incomes and salaries. Thus, 
as far as poverty is concerned, the large majority of women 
form the. lowest scale of income in the rural sector. 
Employment 
The majority of women in rural Sri Lanka were generally in-
volved in the dual role of house-maker and productive worker 
outside the house. But this has changed with changes in the 
economic structure. Today they work in paddy production but 
within the context of the value system which stems from 
commodity production; they form cheap labour for the produc-
tion system; and they do unacknowledged housework. 
Employment status is classified under (1) self-employed 
(own-account worker); (2) employer; (3) employee; (4) un-
paid family work. If one considers the nature of this employ-
ment for women in the rural sector (agriculture is taken 
as the nearest approximation), we see that most women are 
either agricultural labourers or unpaid family workers. 
Status of women 
Employee 
Employer 
Self-employed (own-
account worker) 
Unpaid family worker 
Agriculture 
70.6 
.2 
12.3 
16.9 
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Three points should be noted: 
(1) unpaid family workers are defined as those who work 
at least three hours a day, without pay, in any 
family-based income-generating activity. A large 
proportion of this category are female (Census data 
1971) ; 
(2) housekeeping is specifically excluded from this cate-
gory. Since housekeeping is almost solely done by women, 
the figure given is an underestimation of unpaid 
family work; 
(3) a large number of females work in family-based culti-
vation and do not receive payment. They are also not 
included in the statistics. 
AZZ these points indiaate that a pattern of expZoitation of 
women as the aheapest Zabour prevaiZs in the ruraZ eaonomy. 
UnempZoyment 
In 1973 unemployment figures showed that in the rural sector 
24.5% of the work force were unemployed. Unemployment rates 
for women, however, were higher (37.6%) than those for men 
(31.8%); this in spite of the fact that unemployment figures 
do not consider housewives who are put in the category 'those 
who do not actively seek work'. Thus, women form a 'reserve 
army' (unemployment figures show this) for capital in order 
to further exploit the labourers. 
Inaome Disiribution 
The change in income distribution between men and women over 
time is difficult to ascertain in any accurate quantitative 
sense for the paddy cultivation sector, mainly due to lack 
of data. Certain trends and features, however, show that the 
income distribution change has placed more women in the 
lower ranks of income level. 
(1)' Calculations have shown that in three sectors of the econ-
omy, absolute wage differentials (with the women earning 
the lower income) have increased over time. 
(2) Calculations in Section II have indicated that for the 
whole of the economy, the shift in income distribution 
has resulted in more women entering the relatively lower 
rankings and more men going into the relatively higher 
levels of income. 
(3) The fact that women are employed generally m'much lCMer-paid 
jobs (family labour, labourers, etc.) indicates that 
their relative income must be less, because participation 
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rates among rural poor women did not substantially 
change in the years 1963-73. Most of these women 
have worked since much earlier times as cheap wage 
labourers. 
These features show that income distribution in the 
paddy cultivation sectors has worsened as far as the poor-
est women are concerned. 
The .marriage and family systems were also affected by 
the change in system of production. Polygamy was outlawed 
and the legality of monogamous marriage enforced. The 
joint family system is breaking down and a complete dichtomy 
exists as far as the family and economy are concerned. 
In the new system, woman is again subjected to prevailing 
values which does not recognize as productive the work she 
does in the family, such as cooking, looking after the child-
ren, parents and husband. She is taught to believe that it. 
is her duty to do this work, and this dual exploitation in 
the family and at work is the key feature of the peasant 
woman's existence. 
Relations of Reproduction: (Male/Female Relationship) 
In the present conventional system, the husband is head of 
the family and the woman hardly plays a decisive or a deter-
mining role (Goonatilake 1976: 16-17). Subservience is the 
key of her existence, .as daughter, as wife and as widow. 
Daughter and son learn to be subordinate to their parents; 
daughter, son and mother are subordinate to the father. 
A son's subordination tends to end on his reaching man-
hood, but the daughter's remains until she marries. Often 
the unmarried elder sisters are permanently subordinate 
to their younger brothers. 
Superstitions and norms surround the position of the woman. 
For example, 
(1) a person is born a woman since she has sinned in her 
previous birth or births; 
(2) it is a sin to get men to do certain domestic chores 
like washing clothes, sweeping the floors, etc.; 
(3) myths are common that women are low in intelligence, 
psychologically weak, emotionally unbalanced, illogical 
and unreliable; 
(4) because of the myth of their uncleanliness, women are 
not allowed to participate in some religious ceremonies. 
For example, they are not allowed into the devales to 
perform the pongal cererrony or to participate in funeral rites. 
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One could go on, but this is sufficient to show the 
pattern of the institutionalization of relationships bet-
ween the male and female in this society. Although these 
notions might be changing in a few places, and there might 
be differences in specific norms, there are widespread forms 
in society that put woman on an inferior scale. Her only 
realization seems to be as wife and mother (with at least 
one son in order to keep the family name going). The un-
married woman, the divorcee, and the married woman with-
out children have a stigma attached to their situation. 
The dowry system further acts to enforce her social in-
feriroity (dowry or seethanam is given to the couple in 
the form of jewelry, house, land or cash for their use. 
Donation of inam is the cash demanded by the bridgegroom's 
father which is generally used to give the groom's sister 
in marriage.) 
Thus we see that earlier features of patriarchy still 
eXist. The notion that by her biological origin she repre-
sents something weaker and more negative to·society conti-
nues ev~n in the present system. The social forms that re-
sult from the interaction of relations of production and 
reproduction therefore have features of earlier repro-
dUction relations with the features of the new production 
relations. Examples include: 
(1) wage differences (we have seen that men and women 
had differential social values to equal work, but 
this is now institutionalized in the form of hired 
l,abour or wage labour); 
(2) discrimination through quotas: 'There is official 
discrimination against women in the Administrative 
Service which has a quota system of 25% for women 
and in the General Clerical Service which also 
imposes a 25% quota on women entrants.' This is 
significant since the rates of education of men 
and women in Sri Lanka are almost the same. (This 
is an explicit form of discrimination); 
(3) discrimination in respect to types of employment 
available to women. We have seen that the vast 
majority of women belong to the category of unpaid 
family workers, thus perpetuating the contrad~c­
tions in her position in society; 
(4) the fact that although men and women have equal 
access to education and are almost equally re-
presented (except in technical and vocational 
education), only 25% of women are in the labour 
force, reflects the concept that women shouZd be 
Zimited to househoZd duties. The highest rate of 
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participation was among the estate women who were 
not beneficiaries of educational progress. Other-
wise, wpmen are mainly in the so-called 'feminine 
yoke' (nurses, etc.). Thus, the pattern of education 
seems t:<6 reinforce traditional role patterns of 
society. 
To sum up, people now enter direct production relations 
exclusively as commodity owners. But things also acquire 
a particular social form; Value is seen as the property 
of a thing with which it enters a process of< exchange, 
and which it preserves when it leaves. In reality, 'value' 
is an expr.ession of a certain type of production relation. 
This is one example of how basic notions or categories 
express the basic socio-economic forms which characterize 
specific production relationships among people. 
Such a phenomenon has adversely affected the position 
of women working in rice cUltivation. In the first place, 
the they are exploited in both the family and the economy. 
In the fields they form a large section of cheap hired lab-
our and play the role of a reserve army. At the same time, 
their work in the family is unacknowledged as productive 
labour (labour in the present system has 'value' only by 
the realization of its exchangeability). But due to the fact 
that this sort of change in productive forces came from 
outside and not through the evolution of contradictions 
in the feudal system, the ideology relating to relations 
of reproduction still prevails. That is, the social in-
feriority of woman due to her biological origin, which was 
explicit in earlier and present relations of reproduction, 
now interacts with the changed relations of production. 
Social forms in society reflect this interaction, resulting 
in institutions of inequality in political, economic, cul-
tural and ideological spheres. Development poliCies (for 
higher wages, better income distribution, etc.) have're-
suIted in wider differentiation between men and women. The 
historical bases of these policies must therefore develop 
a theoretical consistency and consciousness to changes in 
the position of women in order that total social oppression 
can be analysed and total human development can be asserted. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusion that can be reached from this brief study 
is the inadequate understanding of the position of women with-
in any historically determined social formation. This is 
reflected at two levels, the conceptual and the empirical. 
At the empirical level very little data is available on 
the condition and position of women. Host statistics on 
planning ,income ~istribution changes , etc., do not have 
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sufficient sex breakdown; even where such data are avail-
able there is still insufficient linkage structure. While 
I do not argue for indiscriminate measurement of all data 
on the male/female basis, the stress on this is featured 
because (a) of its linkage to the resulting policies for 
social change; (b) of its linkage to the conceptual analysis 
of social forms in society. 
It is clear that policies of change which are based 
on inadequate consideration of (a) and (b) lead to situ-
ations which contradict the aims and goals of social change. 
At the conceptual level this generally leads to reducing 
woman's position to that of her class and no consideration 
of discrimination due to her sex (which has been historical-
ly determined) is taken into account. All this can lead 
to apparently paradoxical situations as in Yugoslavia and 
Sri Lanka, where widening differentials can be observed in 
economic benefits accruing to the sexes, preaiseZy during 
a period when the government in power is committed ideo-
logically to a socialist system and where overall statistics 
indicate a shift towards a more egalitarian system. We have 
seen that this can be explained to some extent by under-
standing how basic notions and categories in society express 
the basic socio-economic forms which characterize specific 
production relationships among people, i.e. discrimination 
due to sex is not to be explained as a side- feature of the 
superstructure but as a reflection of the interaction of 
social relationships stemming from two production processes: 
the production of life, and the production of necessities 
of life. It is by this consideration that we see how the 
social and economic inferiority of the female can be per-
petuated even though the class structure might reflect a 
more egalitarian system. -
The papers and discussions at the Institute's Policy Work-
shop helped to bring out some of the problems associated 
with incorporating notions of sex discrimination as a vital 
feature of policies for improving income distribution employ-
ment and poverty. Uneasiness was felt about how the position 
of women fitted into those aspects. There was a tendency 
to consider it as the 'women's issue', of little signific-
ance in macro-economic planning. As discussed earlier, all 
this almost led to its dismissal as an issue for study. Yet 
deeper examination of the relevant material reveals the way 
in which contradictions can be perpetuated if sex discrimin-
ation is not taken into account. 
A framework of analys-is which consideres 'the interlock-
ing nature of the oppressions earlier discussed is still 
largely undeveloped. It is essential that such a framework 
should be evolved so that planning and development policies 
can develop a theoretical consistency and consciousness of 
the position of men and women, so that total social oppres-
sion can be analysed, and total human development can be 
asserted. 
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